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agencies with premier technology services
and solutions.
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THE BASICS
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URL

The URL is where you type in a web address of a
site you want to visit on the internet. To search a
URL you must first open up a browser

BRowser
You use a browser to search the Internet

IT Informational technology

Cookie Browsers track what pages and items you click/visit. The data, known as
a cookie, is used to improve your search and shopping experience.

spam -

junk emails that often contain advertisements. However, sometimes
essential emails incorrectly end up in the junk and are counted as spam.
You can add them back to your inbox.

Cursor the pointer on your screen that tells you where you're at
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Operating System Software is required by all devices, including computers, tablets, laptops,
and phones. The software is responsible for all basic functions and tasks
on the device. Examples are Apple, Linux, and Windows.

Cross-Platform

Software that works on multiple operating systems or devices.

cache -

A small block of memory on your computer that is used to store
temporary data. Browsers also store temporary data. When you clear
your CPU or browser cache, programs will run quicker.

cloud -

Instead of storing data locally, the cloud enables users to access the same
files and locations on almost any device. An example is Gmail, you are
able to access your emails on your phone, tablet, or computer, because
the information is stored on servers in data centers and not locally on
your device.

End user -

A person using software, hardware, or other technology. They are not the
developer, installer, or servicer of the product but rather the user.

bug -

Error in a program or software's coding that can cause
problems for end-users.

Patch -

When the bug is fixed, it's called a patch
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HARDWARE
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hdmi

Transmits video
& audio.
Supported by
many devices

dvi
Transmits video and
not audio

usb

Connects
new devices
to your
computer

ethernet
Standard for
wired devices

ethernet

audio jack
Becoming outdated
due to bluetooth

thunder
bolt
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Aka a
USB-C

input devices
An input device is hardware that
connects to your computer and
sends information into the central
processing unit(CPU for short).

output devices
is a piece of hardware that connects
to your computer and functions by
receiving information sent by the
CPU

Speakers

keyboard

Monitor

Mouse
Printer

touchscreen
The system unit
a processing device

Holds all the hardware
that makes your
computer run
RAM
CPU
Motherboard
Hard Drive
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In a laptop,
the system
unit is
underneath
the
keyboard

What's inside my system unit?
lan card

mother board
dvd rom drive
central
processing
unit

graphics
card

ram
sound
card

hard disc
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mother
board

lan
card

Docking
Station

sound
card

The heart of
your system.
All other parts
plug into or
connect to the
motherboard
Aka network
interface card is
an electronic
circuit board
designed to
connect your
computer to a
computer network
Docking Stations let
you connect your
laptop to devices, like
monitors or USB
drives, when your
computer doesn't
have enough or the
correct ports.

While not
necessary, the
sound card parses
signal into quality
sound. This is why
you can hear
sound on your
computer

central
processing
unit

hard
disc

The CPU
executes
commands
and sends
orders to
other parts of
your computer

A computer's hard drive
consists of multiple hard
discs. These discs store
non-volatile data.
Meaning the information
is saved even when a
computer is OFF.

Aka the graphics
graphics
processing unit. The
card
GPU receives orders
from the CPU and
translates them into
what you see onscreen
ram
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Your computer uses
RAM, random-access
memory to store shortterm data temporarily. As
soon as your computer is
OFF, the data is erased.

it
infrastructure
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Your IT infrastructure
should mimic the
setup below but will
be scaled to fit your
organization.
it
support

internet

firewall

Switches

server

ups

low-voltage cabling

wireless
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copper Cabling

Switch

Allows computers, devices, and
controllers to communicate with
one another on a network

Traditional style internet network
that transmits data in the forms
of electrical signals

access
point Allows devices to

connect to the
internet without
cables. APs expand
your bandwidth,
allowing more
devices to connect
without losing
speed

server
Servers store, process, and
manage your network data,
devices, and systems. Servers
scale to fit your organization's
IT needs.

Fiber
Optic
Cabling

Sends network traffic as
light impulses through a
glass thread. Fiber optic
cabling results in higher
speeds over longer
distances and is highly
reliable and durable.

ups
is a backup system to keep your IT
infrastructure running in case of a power
outage. UPSs could save your devices
since instantaneously losses of power
could cause them to not turn back on
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I

Wi-fi

Vs.

Internet is a wide-area network,
Wi-fi is a local-area network, or
or WAN for short. It is what
LAN for short. Before Wi-Fi, to
connects you to existing content
connect to the internet, you
as well as to add new content
would have to hook up a cable
online. It is what allows you to
between your device and the
visit information, social media,
internet hardware. Now, Wi-Fi is
blogs news in your browser.
what allows you to
Router
Your speed is
connect to other devices
determined in Mbps,
or to the internet without
and you choose what
cables. You do this via a
speed you would like
router. The router acts as
through a provider.
a medium between your
device and the
internet

Is my Wi-Fi or Internet slow?
Just because you have Wi-Fi doesn't mean you have internet. If you have a strong
wi - fi signal, devices can connect to each other and to the internet quickly, but it
does NOT mean you have equally fast internet speed. Meaning, that pages may
load slowly even if your device shows it's connected to the internet. Think of Wi-Fi
as the vehicle that carries internet to your device. So to determine if the internet is
slow or if the wi-fi is slow, you must first check your device connection. Usually, you
will see the wifi symbol; if you have very few bars, that means the wi-fi is struggling
to send the internet connection to your device. If you have full bars, but a URL is
loading slowly, that generally means your internet is slow.
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other internet terms
Bandwidth The volume of information that can be transmitted through an internet
connection at one time. The more bandwidth = the more devices that can be
on your network at the same time. Bandwidth is not the speed but the
carrying capacity

hotspot A physical location that transmits internet signals wirelessly. People can use
the hotspot to access the internet

ip address AKA internet protocol is a unique numeric identifier assigned to every device
that connects to an internet network. The IP address can help identify and
locate devices on the network

latency The time it takes for data to be sent from your device to the internet and then
back to the device

lag slow response from the internet service or device. Reasons for lag are busy
networks, poor signals or inadequate bandwidth to support devices.

modem A device that connects your devices to the internet
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CYBER SECURITY
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“cybersecurity,” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/cybersecurity. Accessed 8/12/2022.

Firewall
Computer hardware or
software that prevents
unauthorized access to
your private data

Threat
Malware,
phishing, identify
theft, SQL
injection

Malware

Any type of
malicious
software
Designed to copy
designed to
itself and spread to
affect/harm the
other devices
user or system
Viruses, spyware,
adware,
ransomware

VIRUS
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PHISHING
Any telecommunications that
tries to trick users into giving
private data

RANSOMWARE
Locks your computer, files, and
other data. Often, the hacker
will require the user to pay
money in order to release the
locked data
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Have any
questions?
www.pinecc.com

sales@pinecc.com

800.432.0346

